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Tian, 

Have I told 

you about my 

grandfather?

he lived

to 97 years old.

Good life,

right?

Except his 

family was 

just waiting 

for one 

thing : 

for him to 

die.

So they 

didn’t feed 

him.

Every time I 

spoke to him, 

my mother 

screamed at 

me :

“Stop it! If 

nobody speaks 

to him, he’ll 

finally end up 

dying.”

Crazy. . .

The old man 

didn’t have many 

options. He spend 

all day in his bed 

yelling : 

“ I ’m hungry,

I’m hungry!”

and then,

Last spring, he 

died of hunger.
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. . .

When B When B 

told me that,told me that,

I was in bedI was in bed

watching youtube andwatching youtube and

playing with my dick .playing with my dick .

Pteuh

it was the first semester of my last it was the first semester of my last 

year at school. I was renting a stu-year at school. I was renting a stu-

dio near the university.dio near the university.

B spend all of his time at B spend all of his time at 

my place talking about my place talking about 

murders , fires , corrup-murders , fires , corrup-

tion, and love .tion, and love .

honestly,honestly,

I ’ ve never met anyoneI ’ ve never met anyone

with less sense of with less sense of 

reality than B.reality than B.

Hey, The Herpes

are having a

concert in Haimen, 

wanna go?



No. 

can’t you see

I’m in the middle

of creating?

Pfft, 

whatever.

what do you hope 

to accomplish

with that?

Get a

real job.

Stop, 

I just need

to wait for

my moment.

I’m an artist. 

the next 

Ang Lee.

Ang Lee, 

yeah right.. .

You’re

better off

getting a sex

change.

and creating 

an account on 

Huajiao*.

you’ll be 

a big hit

there.  

I don’t

know anything

about those

things.. .

it’s simple : 

Just film 

yourself singing

“Praise Pubes”, you’ll

definitely do better

than the herpes’

lead singer.

to think that

a few months ago, right here, 

we slept together

for the first time.

* Chinese live-stream application.
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Pow Pow Pow Pow 
Pow Pow 

Pow Pow 

Pow Pow 

Pow 
Pow 

we were so drunkwe were so drunk

that I almost don’tthat I almost don’t

remember anything.remember anything.

I just remember thatI just remember that

it was intense .it was intense .
a bit like we replayed the  a bit like we replayed the  

the best WBO fight everthe best WBO fight ever * ** *..

FFffffffsssshhhhhhhh

we fought with fury,we fought with fury,

our bodies intertwined.  our bodies intertwined.  

it smelled like sweat, it smelled like sweat, 

feet, and baij iufeet, and baij iu* * ** * *  

in the whole room.in the whole room.

** World Boxing Organization. 

*** chinese brandy.


